INTRODUCTION
Turning ray tomography (TRT) has been considered as an inversion of velocity method that could be carried out to reconstruct the earth velocity by picking the first break from a conventional seismic reflection data with an iterative solution of the near surface velocity between sources and receivers. In addition, TRT is extremely attractive from numerous points as it would be able to deal with the interpretation of lithology, calculating statics, and focusing on wavefield for shallow migration and datuming (Stefani,1995) . Other researchers such as Zhu el at. (1992) have applied first arrivals tomography technique to develop grid raytracing method to be capable of modeling large variations in both velocity and topography. Therefore, the ultimate objective of this research is to perform TRT to determine the elastic constants and predict the lithology from 2D seismic reflection data. Furthermore, to show how much the rock is tough beneath the subsurface of the area under study, which is important in both mining and civil engineering. To achieve this objective, Castagna's equation and Gardner's equation were applied to calculate S-wave velocity and density respectively. The rationale behind that TRT result was the P-wave velocity and this parameter is insufficient to calculate the elastic constants and predict the lithology.
METHOD AND RESULTS

Waves propagation theory
The travel velocity of seismic waves depends on the elastic constants in the media. Elastic constants are of significance in seismology because they control velocities, reflection and transmission coefficients. There are a number of elastic constants such as bulk modulus, shear modulus, Lamé lambda constant, and Poisson's ratio as well as P-wave, S-wave velocities and density. Using the mathematical descriptions is to show the relationship between the elastic constants and seismic waves velocities (Sheriff, 2002; Gadallah and Fisher, 2005; Qadrouh,2008) . The mathematical formulas are as follows:
SUMMARY
A common technique in seismic inversion for estimating near surface velocity model is Turning Ray Tomography (TRT) which would employ the available 2D seismic reflection data in conjunctions with set of mathematical equations to calculate the elastic constants and interpret the lithology of the subsurface of the earth. In addition, knowing the elastic constants is not only an important issue in civil engineering, but also in mining engineering. Thus, it is necessary to describe the mathematics of the medium's elasticity, taking into consideration homogeneous and isotropic media. In this technique, the velocity model was computed from a 2D seismic reflection data. This resulted in the reconstruction of the velocity model accurately as the seismic waves travel. TRT result showed only a P-wave velocity model. However, this is insufficient to calculate the elastic constants and predict the lithology, which also require an S-wave velocity and a density. The S-wave velocity was calculated by using Castagna's equation, while the density was computed by applying Gardner's equation. Furthermore, the remaining elastic constants were calculated by using their relationships with P-wave velocity, S-wave velocity and the density. Consequently, the results showed that the nearsurface velocity model derived from TRT was capable of computing the elastic constants. 
